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Hope Creek Opero' ions

January 23, 1991

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Denk
Washington, DC 20555

,

Dear Sir:

110PE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET No. 50-354
UNIT NO. 1
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 90-035-00

This Licenseo Event Report to being submitted as a voluntary
report purauant. to guidance provided in NUREG 1022 and its
supplements.

Sincerely,

.7/
//'

.J. lit a
General Manager -
110p0 Creek Operations
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ABSTRACT (16)

On 12/27/90 at 1515, the System Engineer responsible for the Service Water
System (SSWS) reported to the control room that a 30" pipe section on the
"A" SSWS loop had developed a minor through wall flaw. Ultrasonic testing

( subsequent to discovery of the flaw determined that a 5" x 4" area
surrounding the flaw had degraded to less than required minimum wall
thickness, and that the flaw was about 1.25" in total length. Actual
leakage through the flaw was minimal (measured in drops per minute). A
Deficiency Report and Safety Evaluation were intitiated immediately to
document the tindings. Calculations performed by the Nuclear Engineering
Department determined that the piping was acceptable for continued use,
pending replacement of the piping prior to plant startup following the ,

stations 3rd refueling outage. The initiating cause of this occurrence
was a flaw in f ' .e internal piping epoxy coating which allowed pipe
corrosion to begin and subsequent erosion to occur. Corrective actions
include visual inspection of selected sections of the safety related SSWS
piping in accordance with the inspection program developed in response to
NRC Generic Letter 89-13 n i replacement of the subject pipe section prior
to the end of the present cfueling outage.:
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor (BWR/4)
Service Water System (ETIS Designation: EI)
Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling System (CIIS Designation: CC)
Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System (EIIS Designation: CC)

. IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE

ASME Code Class 3 Component Through Wall Flaw - Service Water
Piping Flaw Due to Pipe Corrosion

Event Date: 12/27/90
Event Time: 1515
This LER was initiated by Incident Report No. 90-172

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE

Plant in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 (Cold Shutdown), 3rd refueling

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

On 12/2*//90 at 1515, the System Engineer responsible for the
Service Water System (SSWS) reported to the control room that a
pipe section on the "A" SSWS loop had developed a minor through
wall flaw. The Senior Nuclear Shift Supervisor (SNSS, SRO
Licensed) directed that Technical Specification 3.4.8 be
entered,.which requires repair of any degraded ASME Code Class
1,2, or 3 compontit prior to plant restart.

Upon confirmation of a 1.25" indication in the pipe wall, the
NRC was notified of the discovery at 1609 in accordance with a
previous agreement between PSE&G and NRC Region I, because the
structural integrity of an ASME III Class 3 component was
.affected. Further testing was conducted to evaluate the extent
of the flaw, and an incident report was written to document the
discovery.

'
ANhlaYSID OF OCCURRENCE

(

During the day shift on 12/27/90, maintenance personnel were
removing pipe insulation from the subject pipe in preparation
for work on the "A" SSWS loop. When the insulation was
removed, workers noticed a wet area on the pipe, and notified
the job supervisor. After inspection of the pipe, the job
supervisor notified the responsible System Engineer of the
potential leak. The System Engineer examined the pine,
initiated a deficiency report per administrative procedures,
and requested that a structural stress evaluation of the tipe
spool be performed.
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ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE, CONT'D

The subject pipe section is 30" diameter epoxy lined carbon
steel piping on the portion of the "A" SSWS loop tha, supplies
SSWS to the Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling System (RACS). The
flaw is located in an area such that the "A" SSWS loop supply
to the RACS and Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System (SACS) must
be removed from service to isolate the pipe _section with the
flaw. Actual leakage through the flaw was minimal (measured in
drops per minute).

Ultrasonic testing subsequent to discovery of the flaw
determined that an area approximately 1" square surrounding the
flaw had degraded to less than required minimum wall thickness.

APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE

The primary cause of this occurrence is postulated to be a flaw
in the internal piping phenolic epoxy coating which allowed
pipe corrosion to begin and propagate. During pipe fabrication
prior to-installation during plant construction, phenolic epoxy
was applied to the inner surface of the piping to reduce flow
induced corrosion. A small deformity in the epoxy coating
appears to have resulted in the development of a corrosive
pocket under the protective coating. After a period of time,
the water flow through the pipe resulted in the loosening of
the protective coating at the corrosion site, and thus exposed
the pipe to the errosive action of the SSWS. This analysis
will be confirmed by visual inspection . when the piping is
removed from the system.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES

In June, 1990, prior to the PSE&G agreement with NRC Region ~I
to report occurrences such as- noted in this report, a similar
flaw occurrad on the "B" SSWS loop in approximately the same

!relative location. Because of the necessity of a plant outage
to perform code repairs to the line, a relief requent for a ,

non-code temporary repair was submitted and approved, per NRC )
Generic Letter 90-05. The piping on the "B" SSWS loop received |
a temporary repair, and was returned to service. Additionally, !

an augmented inspection of 5 other SSWS piping locations was I

conducted on both the "A" and "B" SSWS loops, per GL 90-05. No |
additional flaws (through wall or wall thinning) were noted
during these -inspections. The "B" SSWS pipe section is
currently being replaced with a new pipe section fabricated
from 64 molybdenum stainless steel as part of the llope Creek ,

SSWS piping upgrade program. |

|
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PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES, CONT!D

Additionally, four earlier instances of service water piping
degradation occurred at Ilope Creek (one in 1987, three in
1988). Ao a result of findings from the 1987 occurrence, the
station initiated a replacement program for all carbon steel
SSWS piping. This commitment is further addressed in PSE&G's
response to NRC Generic Letter 89-13.

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

The findings noted in this report are of minimal safety
significance. An evaluation of the flaw, per GL 90-05,
determined that the piping could continue in service, although
code repairs must b; made to the piping prior to plant restart.
The existing flaw will not increase the probability or
consequences of any accident or malfunction previously
evaluated in the Hope Creek Updated Final Safety Analysis
(UFSAR). Full analysis of the flaw shows that it will
withstand the Design Basis Event and maintain its structural
integrity in the event of such occurrence. Additionally,
flooding due to a postulated piping failure is evaluated in the
UFSAR, as is loss of safety.related equipment in the room
location adjacent to the flaw due -to flooding or spraying.
This analysis ia valid for both current conditions (shutdown),

' and power operation prior to discovery of the flaw,

llad this flaw been discovered during normal power operation,
the flaw met the criteria for submittal of a relief' request _for
a temporary non-code repair in-accordance with GL 90-05.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. '"he subject pipe section will be replaced prior to restart
from the current refueling outage.

2. A visual inspection of all safety related piping on the
"B" SSWS loop will be conducted during the course of the
current refueling outage, as well as a visual inspection
of similar relative areas of the "A" SSWS loop.
Additionally, all carbon steel SSWS piping is being-
upgraded to a 6% molybdenum stainless steel as part of an
ongoing SSWS upgrade program, as reflected in the llope
Creek reponse to NRC Generic Letter 89-13.

Since ely,

,

.J. gan
''' General Manager -

Hope Creek Operhtions
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